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Actor, writer, social justice advocate Brandon Kyle Goodman 
films ‘The Latrell Show’ with IAMA Theatre Company 

 
LOS ANGELES, CA (April 23, 2021) — IAMA Theatre Company presents the virtual premiere 
of “The Latrell Show,” written and performed by actor, writer and social justice advocate 
Brandon Kyle Goodman. Co-directed by IAMA co-artistic director Stefanie Black and 
company member Devere Rogers, “The Latrell Show” will be filmed on stage at the Pico 
Playhouse. The virtual premiere is set for May 23 at www.iamatheatre.com, where it will 
continue to stream through June 20.  
 
“The Latrell Show” is a dark comedy that explores the mental aerobics of being Black and 
Queer in America by way of a hilarious and opinionated talk show host, Latrell Jackson. As 
Latrell films a “very special” episode giving hot takes on his favorite hot topics, matters of the 
world begin to compromise his relatable persona.  
 
Goodman shares, “Latrell is a character I’ve played for the past ten years in comedy shows and 
as a sort of cabaret act.  It feels like all those performances have culminated into the creation of 
this solo show. I want Black Queer folx to watch this show and feel seen and validated. I want 
white and non-Black folx to get an uncensored look inside the mind of a Black Queer person, 
and I want to make them feel our experience.” 
 
A powerful, non-binary Queer Black leader and relentless advocate for Black lives, Goodman’s 
name and messages were launched into the limelight throughout the summer of 2020 as his 
vulnerable, informative Instagram videos regarding racism in America went viral, quickly 
solidifying him as a go-to resource for individuals seeking educational and inspiring content, 
while detailing a personal look at his own experiences growing up and living Black in America. 
Today, Goodman’s content has received over millions of views and counting. Goodman 
continues to actively speak out against the injustices that have been plaguing the Black 
community for decades and encourages his followers to donate to the Innocence Project, The 
Bail Project, Black Trans Travel Fund and Black Lives Matter. 
 
Born and raised in Queens, New York, Goodman received his B.F.A. from NYU’s Tisch School 
of the Arts. After graduation, he joined the musical sketch comedy group Political Subversities, 
where he performed in weekly shows lampooning the zeitgeist of pop-culture. More recent 
acting credits include the Netflix film “Feel the Beat,” Amazon’s rom-com anthology series 
“Modern Love” and Hulu’s “Plus One.” As a writer, Goodman is on his third season working for 
Netflix’s animated series “Big Mouth” as well as the upcoming spin-off “Human Resources.” 
 
Co-director Rogers was a classmate of Goodman’s at Tisch and has remained a close friend 
ever since. “The play presents as one thing, but quickly becomes another,” says Rogers, who  
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first became part of “Latrell world” in 2019 when Goodman hosted monthly comedy shows as 
Latrell at The Standard in West Hollywood. “Latrell is a riotous character — but just as the 
audience starts to feel comfortable and safe with the outrageous comedy… wham… Brandon 
hits them with the real message.” 
 
Add Black and co-artistic director Katie Lowes, “We are thrilled to conclude our season with an 
artist as necessary and talented as Brandon. Their voice, both in art and activism, will continue 
to forge more paths ahead for the future of storytelling in the American theater. IAMA is proud 
and honored to play a part in Latrell's journey to this final stage.” 
 
The creative team for “The Latrell Show” includes scenic and costume designer Song Yi Park, 
lighting designer Josh Epstein, sound designer Marc Antonio Pritchett, make-up designer 
Alyna Ajere and production manager R. S. Buck. The dramaturg is Cherrye J. Davis, and 
Adriana DeGirolami is featured as the “Voice.” Shiku Thuo is the production stage manager. 
Tanny Jiraprapasuke is the COVID compliance officer. Filming and post-production are by 
Long Haul Films. Lisa Bierman is consulting producer, and Donna Simone Johnson and 
Ché Landon produce for IAMA Theatre Company.  
 
IAMA Theatre Company broke new ground with its 2020-21 season of five new solo plays 
exploring identity, isolation, race and connection, each fully produced and shot live on-stage for 
online streaming during the pandemic. The season opened with “Making Friends” written and 
performed by Tom DeTrinis, also shot live at the Pico Playhouse. “Hi, Are You Single?,” written 
and performed by Ryan J. Haddad (2020 recipient of IAMA’s Shonda Rhimes Playwriting 
Commission), was filmed live by Washington D.C.’s Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company in 
association with IAMA. Returning to the Pico Playhouse, “Anyone But Me” and “The Oxy 
Complex,” two compelling solo comedies about female identity by Latinx-American 
writer/performers Sheila Carrasco and Anna LaMadrid, are currently streaming through April 25. 
“The Latrell Show” marks the final production of the season. 
 
Designated by Playbill as “one of 20 regional houses every theater lover must know,” IAMA is a 
Los Angeles-based ensemble of artists committed to invigorating live performance for a 
streaming generation. Through cutting-edge, cool and hyper-modern stories, IAMA is invested 
in the immediacy of production and strives to bring audiences out of their personal space and 
into a shared experience. IAMA was built on ambition and determination while ensuring a 
steadfast commitment to equity and inclusion on and off stage. Los Angeles is one of the most 
diverse metropolitan areas in the world, and IAMA’s work reflects the new voices and changing 
attitudes that continue to shape the city, state, country and world. The award-winning company 
has seen many plays generated at IAMA travel to Off-Broadway, Second Stage and the 
Roundabout Underground, then go on to be performed regionally and internationally. IAMA 
members have been featured in numerous critically acclaimed TV shows and films, as well as in 
a vast array of theater and live performances all over the country, including Off-Broadway and 
Broadway. IAMA has been dedicated to developing new plays and musicals by emerging and 
established playwrights since 2007. 
 
Tickets to “The Latrell Show” are $15 per household. For more information and to reserve 
tickets, go to www.iamatheatre.com. 
 
Click here to download high-resolution photos. 
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Details for Calendar Listings 

‘The Latrell Show’ 
 
 

WHAT: 
IAMA Theatre Company presents the virtual premiere of “The Latrell Show,” a dark 
comedy that explores the mental aerobics of being Black and Queer in America by way 
of a hilarious and opinionated talk show host, Latrell Jackson. As Latrell films a “very 
special” episode giving hot takes on his favorite hot topics, matters of the world begin to 
compromise his relatable persona.  
 
WHO: 
• Written and Performed by Brandon Kyle Goodman 
• Co-Directed by Stefanie Black and Devere Rogers 
• Filmed on stage at the Pico Playhouse 
• Presented by IAMA Theatre Company 
 
WHEN: 
Streams on demand May 23 through June 20. 
 
HOW: 
www.iamatheatre.com.  
 
TICKETS: 
$15 
 
PHOTOS: 
Click here to download high-resolution photos. 
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